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Abstract

Free-space optical (FSO) links are competitive wireless links offering high data rate,

security and low system complexity. Compared to radio-frequency (RF) links, FSO

links offer high rates at gigabit-per-second (Gbps) level and relatively low cost. How

ever, atmospheric scintillation and misalignment between optical transmitter and re

ceiver impair data rates of FSO links. Scintillation and misalignment are slow fading

processes with a fading interval of 10's ms. Conventional fixed-length channel coding

which interleave data blocks are unrealistic to overcome this slow fading due to block

length of 10's of megabits. Also, because of the Gbps data rate, data rate adaptation

to channel conditions are expensive.

In this work, short-length (16 - 1024) Raptor codes are designed to overcome the

slow fading of FSO channels. These Raptor codes are applied at the packet-level with

high data rate and low decoding complexity. The Raptor encoder and decoder can be

easily implemented in any software or hardware form. The practicality of these Raptor

codes is demonstrated by a Raptor encoder and decoder which are implemented in

field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and shown to support a 1.22 Gbps encoding

and 714 Mbps decoding rate with a 97 mW low power consumption and 26360 gate

circuit scale. High-speed transmission at Gbps level is easily satisfied by the same

design implemented in an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC).
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Two applications of these short-length Raptor codes in FSO links are presented

in this work. Firstly, these Raptor codes are applied to hybrid FSO/RF links to

achieve high data rate by sending Raptor encoded packets simultaneously over the

FSO and RF links which we term such links as Raptor-coded soft-switching hybrid

FSO/RF links. The performance of these Raptor codes in the hybrid FSO/RF links

is simulated in a realistic channel model based on climate data of three Canadian

cities. For a 1 Gbps FSO link combined with a 96 Mbps WiMAX RF link, the soft

switching system achieves an average rate of 472 Mbps using the implemented Raptor

code while hard-switching technique achieves only 112 Mbps on average.

Secondly, these Raptor codes are applied in mobile FSO links for an unmanned

aerial vehicle (DAV). This mobile FSO link suffers from severe instantaneous mis

alignment. For packet-level transmission, the time varying misalignment is unknown

to the transmitter and causes data packet corruption and erasure. As a result, the

application of conventional fixed-rate erasure coding techniques is difficult. In this

work, short-length Raptor codes are applied in such mobile FSO channels. A key ad

vantage of Raptor codes is their independence on channel state, no matter how large

the misalignment. With a 1 Gbps transmitter, the designed Raptor code with k = 64

message packets offers 650 Mbps data rate when transmitting power is 20 dEmo In

contrast, a traditional automatic repeat-request (ARQ) algorithm technique on the

same FSO jitter channel achieves a rate of 70 JVlbps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Free-space optical (FSO) links provide line-of-sight (LOS) data links by modulating

the instantaneous intensity of a laser and allowing it to propagate through the atmo

sphere to a receiver. Unlike radio-frequency (RF) links, FSO links do not require a

spectrum license. FSO links offer communication security due to the point-to-point

laser signal transmission avoiding interception. Data rates comparable to optical fiber

transmission can be carried by FSO links with low system cost with a simple optical

transmitter/receiver architecture. From the invention of laser in 1960's, the data rates

of FSO links have increased steadily [1, 2]. Compared to the 100's Mbps maximum

data rate of RF links, commercial FSO systems at data rate of 10 Mbps to 2 Gbps

over a communication distance of 1 - 3 km are available, and a data rate of 80 Gbps

in lab has also been demonstrated [3-7]. However, the data rates of FSO links are

limited by atmospheric scintillation and misalignment.
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An important application of FSO links is to provide "last mile" access of high

speed internet connections in an urban optical wireless network [8], as shown in

Fig. 1.1. In this network, the main building connected to backbone cable shares

access with neighbour buildings through FSO links. Compared to a conventional

wired network, this application of FSO links offers greater flexibility and lower cost.

An example in Istanbul Turkey shows that an urban FSO network connecting nodes

1.2 - 2.3 km apart offering 155 Mbps high-speed access to customers only costs $1.4

million compared to the $78.5 million cost of laying optical fiber [9]. A market study

report in 2007 predicts that the consumption of point-to-point FSO systems will grow

from $13.68 million to $15.77 million in North America, and from $50.55 million to

$58.89 million in the global market in the period of 2009-2011 [10].

FSO links are also considered for mobile wireless links. FSO links with high

data rates up to 1 Gbps are applied for civil and military uses connecting different

mobile platforms such as unmanned aerial vehicle (DAV), high altitude platform

(HAP) and satellite [11-16]. A DAV is a high-speed unmanned aircraft controlled

by remote control from ground automatically. A DAV can patrol a given path at

high speeds to collect battlefield information. Many DAVs with different size, range,

height and payload specifications are employed fro military application [17, 18]. One

possible military use is for soldiers to report battlefield information to a command

post through a DAY. FSO links between soldiers and DAVs offer high data rate at

Gbps sufficient to support video data and high security avoiding eavesdropping. The

configuration of this application is shown in Fig. 1.2. An advantage of such links is

the inherent security, however, misalignment must be overcome.

2
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Figure 1.1: An urban FSO network between buildings
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Figure 1.2: A military FSO ground-to-UAV link
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Figure 1.3: FSO links between a HAP and a ground station

A high-altitude platform (HAP) is a quasi-stationary aircraft floating in strato

sphere altitude (17 - 22 km). Unlike regular aeroplanes, due to the huge floating

volume filled with lighter-than-air gas, HAPs move in a higher altitude with a lower

speed. Due to their high altitude, HAPs offer larger communication coverage com

pared to aeroplanes [19, 20]. Also, HAPs do not require expensive launching cost

compared to satellite. For wireless communication purpose, HAPs with different size,

shape and endurance are available [19-22]. A configuration of uplink and downlink

FSO links between HAPs and ground stations is presented in Fig. 1.3. A key advan

tage of these mobile FSO applications is the Gbps data rate compared to 100's Mbps

of RF links. Also, compared to the weight of 100's kg of RF terminals on mobile

wireless platforms, the weight of FSO links is much less at 10's kg due to their simple

architecture [23, 24]. An FSO link operating at 622 Mbps for a 64 km communication

distance has been demonstrated with a light 17.54 kg terminal on the HAP [11].

4
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of FSO communications channel model

1.2 FSO Channel Model

Figure 1.4 presents a diagram of an FSO link with intensity modulation and direct

detection (IM/DD). Transmitted and received FSO signals are optical intensity sig-

nals. In the FSO transmitters, data are modulated and output to laser diodes as

current signals. Laser diodes convert electrical current signals into optical intensity

signals which are non-negative. At FSO receivers, photodiodes convert the received

intensity to an electrical current signal linearly. The drive circuit of photodiodes may

contain amplifiers which amplify the tiny received signal significantly.

In order to minimize the geometric loss, the laser beamwidth of FSO links are

generally designed with a small divergence angle of several mrad. High pointing

alignment is required and optical signal propagates directly from transmitter to re-

ceiver requiring a line-of-sight. Multipath effects are neglectable in FSO links. Define

continuous transmitted optical signal as x(t) and received current signal converted

by photodiode as y(t). Also define channel impulse response as h(t), receiver respon-

sivity which is the ratio that converted current signal over received optical intensity

at receiver as R and noise as n(t). The continuous channel model of FSO links is

5
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y(t) = R· x(t) ® h(t) + n(t), (1.1 )

where ® denotes convolution. An automatic gain control circuit(AGC) is used to

ensure an appropriate level of integrated y( t) for bit-wise hard detection in commercial

FSO links. Recent high-power laser diodes for FSO links offer an output range from

lO's to 100's mW [3-5J. The wavelength of laser diodes is conventionally selected from

650 - 1550 nm. Compared to radio-frequency (RF) links, a main advantage of FSO

links is that the carrier frequency and bandwidth are license-free [25J. Slow fading

h(t) due to atmospheric scintillation and misalignment changes much slower at 10's

of ms compared to the transmission bit interval at ns. Since the channel model of

FSO links is memoryless and the delay of h(t) is neglectable, h(t) can be modelled

as,

h(t) = h· o(t), (1.2)

where h is a constant gain in a coherence time and o(t) is an impulse function. With

(1.2), the convolution in (1.1) can be simplified to a multiplication of the instaneous

x(t) and h. The thermal noise of amplifier and shot noise generated by optical signal

and ambient light are two major sources of n(t). For point-to-point FSO links with a

wide field-of-view (FOV) at receiver, the collected ambient light power is far greater

than the optical signal and it is the dominant source of noise. Ambient light generally

refers to natural light and n(t) is modeled as additive, white and Gaussian noise [26

28J.

The most common modulation technique for FSO links is on-off keying (OOK)

with a direct detection. For an OOK transmitted bit interval Tb , assume that received

6
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current signal y(t) is integrated to y, then (1.1) is modified to a discrete form as

y = hRx +n, (1.3)

where x is the transmitted optical intensity, n is the noise and h is a discrete channel

gain of the bit interval n [29]. For OOK, transmitted signal x E {O, 2P} equally likely

and P is the average transmitted power. Unlike RF links, the transmitted signal of

FSO links is always non-negative.

Generally, the channel gain h can be factored as,

(1.4)

where hI is the atmospheric loss due to attenuation, ha is the loss due to atmospheric

scintillation, and hg and hrn are the loss due to geometric loss of the divergence of

optical beam and misalignment respectively. Atmospheric loss, hI, is an attenuation

caused by the scattering and absorption of the optical signal which is a constant

loss effect for a given weather condition. Geometric loss, hg , is an effect of the

beam divergence. As presented in Fig. 1.5, the divergence of an optical beam can be

represented by a divergence angle ¢ where the optical magnitude is only e-2 of the

maximum magnitude in the centre of a Gaussian beam [30]. For a communication

distance L, the effective beamwidth is defined as w = L . ¢. To minimize hg , narrow

divergence beams are chosen.

Scintillation and misalignment are two sources of the fading of h. Due to their

short wavelength, optical signal propagating in atmosphere is affected by atmospheric

scintillation. Different air temperature and pressure in atmosphere causes variation

7
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Figure 1.5: Geometric loss

of refractive index during the long-distance transmission of optical signal [29]. This

variation causes fluctuation of the received optical intensity at receiver and it is mod-

eled as a slow fading of ha . This effect is called scintillation and it depends on the

weather condition, such as clear or foggy. In the discrete channel model (1.3), ha is

randomly selected in every coherence time Tf = 1 - 100 ms from experimental result

[31]. Compared to the Gbps transmission rate, the fading of scintillation is a very

slow fading. An illustration of air turbulence is presented in Fig. 1.6 (a), where the

pockets in the optical beam are the areas with different temperature or pressure [29].

An experimental result of atmospheric scintillation is reflected by the varying chan-

nel gain h(t) in Fig. 1.6 (b), where the FSO link operates at 2.7 km communication

distance and repeated pulses are transmitted at 2 MHz [31].

Another fading of hm is caused by the misalignment between transmitter and re-

ceiver, as shown in Fig. 1.7. Since FSO links are designed with a small beamwidth

with a several mrad divergence angle, a small sway of the transmitter or receiver

8
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h(t)

Air turbulence with different
temperature or pressure

(b)

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 t ms

Figure 1.6: An example of atmospheric scintillation [29, 31]: (a) Scintillation area in
an optical beam, (b) Time-varying h(t) by caused scintillation
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Figure 1.7: Fading due to misalignment

can cause significant fading. For fixed point-to-point applications such as urban FSO

links, misalignment is caused predominantly by the sway of the buildings. The am

plitude of sway of building ranges from 1/200 to 1/800 of the height of the building

[32]. On the other hand, for FSO links applied in mobile platforms, motion between

platforms is the major source of misalignment. The intensity of misalignment de

pends both on the motion of the FSO terminals and the optical beamwidth, ¢, as

shown in Fig. 1.7. A wide optical beam causes a big geometric loss of the received

signal, but it may mitigate the fading of misalignment. The channel capacity of FSO

links is limited by atmospheric scintillation and misalignment. The combination of

atmospheric scintillation and misalignment has been studied in [30, 33, 34]. Details

of scintillation and tracking error for different FSO channel models are presented in

Chap. 3 and Chap. 4.

A direct thought to overcome these disadvanta.ges of FSO links is to apply channel

coding. Since scintillation and misalignment can both be modeled as random slow

fadings, conventional fixed-rate channel codes with interlea.ving are too complex to

overcome. For example, with a data rate of 1 Gbps and a coherence time Tf of 10's

ms, the length of data blocks has to be 10's megabits. Another possible method to

overcome the fading with fixed-rate channel codes is to adapt data rate assuming that

10
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channel condition is estimated at receiver and fed back to transmitter. However, for

data rates at Gbps, the complexity of feedback and adaptation of fixed-length channel

coding schemes makes it impractical. So, in this thesis, the main idea to overcome

the slow fading is to use Raptor codes to adapt to channel conditions automatically

with little feedback.

1.3 Review of FSO applications

1.3.1 Rateless Codes for FSO channels

Rateless codes are a random linear codes considered to overcome channel fading in

many cases [35-37J. For bit-wise Raptor codes, forward error correction is applied.

Raptor codewords corrupted by fading and noise are corrected by Belief Propagation

(BP) algorithm, similar as LDPC. For Raptor codes applied at the packet-level, a pro

portion of the Raptor packets are erased and the rest are used to recover the message.

Different from fixed-rate channel coding schemes, rateless codings do not have a fixed

number of transmitted encoded symbols, so it is called rateless. For a given k-symbol

message, rateless encoder keeps generating encoded symbols until the decoder gets

enough symbols to decode the message. The number of received symbols to decode

depends on k and the channel condition. When the rateless decoding is finished, a

terminate feedback signal is sent from decoder to encoder to stop the encoding pro

cess. Luby transform (LT) codes are the first kind of rateless codes and Raptor codes

are improved from LT codes offering higher rate and lower decoding complexity. Due

to the more flexible design of Raptor codes, they have better performance than LT

codes [35, 38J. Previous work on Raptor codes have developed long-length Raptor

11
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codes k = 9500 - 120000 [35, 36]. Previous Raptor code implementations have been

reported at several Gbps data rate on a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon CPU, and 27 Mbps on a

206 MHz Intel StrongARM processor [35, 39].

The Raptor encoded packets are linear combinations of message packets. The

connection information (CI) of degree and which message packets are connected of

an encoded packet is necessary for decoding. Previous work on FSO channels with

Raptor codes applies synchronized Raptor encoder and decoder [40]. The CI of Rap

tor packets is generated both by synchronous encoder and decoder. However, this

synchronization is unrealistic because a small delay in the CI generation can cause

significant error in decoding especially when a long communication distance exists.

1.3.2 Hybrid FSO/RF Links

The reliability of FSO links is limited by atmospheric conditions such as foggy. For

fixed point-to-point links, hybrid free-space optical/radio-frequency (FSO/RF) links

have been considered as a competitive solution for high-speed wireless communica

tions [41, 42]. They combine the advantages of the two links by inheriting the high

data rate of FSO links and the reliability of RF links. Products for different data

rates from 10 Mbps to multiple Gbps are currently available [43]. Hybrid FSO/RF

links have also been considered for mobile applications such as robot remote control

in complex environments [44, 45].

Due to their very different carrier frequencies, FSO and RF channels have distinct

channel impairments. The short wavelengths used in FSO links are severely affected

by scattering due to fog and atmospheric scintillation while RF links are particularly

sensitive to rain scatter. Using both links in a system to overcome these unique

12
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Figure 1.8: Diagram of hybrid FSO/RF links.

channel impairments can result in a gain in reliability or rate, however, is highly

dependent on the configuration employed.

Figure 1.8 presents a configuration of a hybrid FSO/RF link. In a hard-switching

scheme, the transmitter and receiver jointly select either the FSO or RF channel for

data transmission. The high-data rate FSO link is selected only if channel conditions

permit reliable communications, otherwise all data are sent over the RF channel [46].

Notice that the transmitter and receiver must be co-ordinated via feedback to select

the correct channel for transmission. A key disadvantage of hard-switching is that at

any time one link is sitting idle. In practice, scintillation or loss in the sensitive FSO

channel will cause it to be selected rarely. Once the RF link is selected, the channel

capacity of FSO link is wasted.

An idea to overcome the hard-switching disadvantage is to co-ordinate data trans-

mission in both links using channel coding called soft-switching. In this soft-switching

scheme, the switches in Fig. 1.8 are replaced by an encoder and decoder. In [47], data

are encoded by a single LDPC code with a. portion of the codeword split to FSO
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and RF links and the rate is adjusted via puncturing according to instantaneous

channel conditions. Although this technique improves over hard-switching, channel

conditions must be known at transmitter and receiver and complex soft decoding is

required which is difficult at FSO data rates. Raptor codes have also been recently

considered for hybrid FSO/RF links [35, 40]. These codes do not require channel

knowledge at the transmitter and are able to adapt their rate to channel conditions.

In [40], a bit-wise Raptor coding scheme is considered in which bits transmitted on

FSO and RF links are random linear combinations of message bits. A well-known

code is employed [35], and it is assumed that the transmitter and receiver have the

interconnection information for each bit. Additionally, complex soft iterative detec

tion is required at the receiver and the impact of varying atmospheric conditions is

not considered.

1.3.3 Mobile FSO Links

Although most FSO links are stationary, they have also been considered for mobile

applications. Applications such as ship-to-ship, ground-to-air and air-to-air FSO

communication systems have been studied [12, 13,48]. FSO links satisfy the needs of

long-range deep-space communications [49] and have also been considered for military

wireless communications [50].

A possible application of mobile FSO links is the ground-to-UAV link as presented

in Fig. 1.9. To make alignment between the optical transmitter and receiver, mobile

FSO links face the pointing, acquisition and tracking (PAT) problem because of the

severe motion of UAVs. Pointing is a process that optical beam from ground is

pointed to the position of UAY. Acquisition refers the capture of the position of

14
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UAV

Figure 1.9: A ground-to-DAV FSO link

DAV from the initial uncertainty. Tracking means to keep the DAV covered by the

optical beam after acquisition during the motion of DAV. In mobile FSO channels,

the transmitter must track the motion of the receiver in order to maintain a LOS link.

FSO transmitters on the ground can be hand-held or implemented on more stationary

platforms such as vehicles with gimbals. Consider the FSO link in Fig. 1.9 where the

speed of the DAV can reach several hundred meters per second [51J. In this scenario,

tracking is typically accomplished by mechanical components such as a 2-dimensional

rotating gimbal which is oriented based on fed back global positioning system (CPS)

data from the DAV [12, 13J. Tracking is made more difficult due to the use of FSO

transmitters with a small divergence angle to minimize geometric loss. A dramatic

variation in the received SNR is caused by misalignment of the transmitted beam

and the detector due to mechanical pointing uncertainty error and CPS positioning

error. The total tracking error is the combination of these two errors and limits the
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data rates of such links.

For these severe jitter channels, the total tracking error is unknown to the trans

mitter and changes slowly in time with respect to the bit period. Link parameters

and a tracking model with GPS of FSO links to UAV have been considered in [52-54].

In order to improve the data rates of such links, coding techniques can be considered.

Fixed-rate coding techniques are not appropriate for such links due to the lack of

channel state information and the slow variation of the channel.

1.4 Contributions of the Thesis

In this work, Raptor codes are applied to a variety of FSO channels. Received packets

corrupted by fading and noise are detected by a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code

and dropped. The FSO channel is modeled as a packet erasure channel and the

erasure correction performance of Raptor codes with I-bit feedback per message is

considered for hybrid FSO/RF and mobile channels.

Earlier Raptor code designs have lengths of at least 9500 [36] and are impractical

for high rate at order of Gbps due to the excessive decoding cost. In this work, a novel

set of short-length (16 -1024) Raptor codes are designed to achieve high rate and low

decoding complexity. The design and statistical performance of these Raptor codes

are presented in Chap. 2. The practicality of these Raptor codes is also demonstrated

by a practical Raptor encoder and decoder which are implemented in an FPGA and

shown to support a 1.22 Gbps encoding rate and 714 Mbps decoding rate with a low

97 mW power consumption and 26360 gate circuit scale in Chap. 2. The design and

implementation of short-length Raptor codes have been presented in [55, 56].

Two applications of Raptor codes in hybrid FSO/RF links and mobile FSO links
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of DAVs are presented in Chap. 3 and Chap. 4 respectively. In Chap. 3, a practical

soft-switching hybrid FSO/RF system is designed using short-length Raptor codes.

Packet transmission is considered on FSO and RF channels due to its simplicity

and wide spread use. The performance of the Raptor codes are simulated under

the climate data of three Canadian cities. For a 1 Gbps FSO link combined with

a 96 Mbps WiMAX RF link, the soft-switching system achieved an average rate of

over 472 Mbps using the implemented Raptor code while hard-switching techniques

achieved only 112 Mbps on average. This application has been presented in [55].

In Chap. 4, to overcome the severe jitter, short-length Raptor codes are applied

in a mobile ground-to-UAV FSO link. Using the short-length Raptor codes defined

in Chap. 2, detailed numerical simulations of the designed system are presented. In

simulation, both scintillation and tracking error are considered. A key advantage

of Raptor codes is their independence on channel state, no matter how large the

misalignment. With a 1 Gbps transmitter, the designed Raptor code with k = 64

message packets offers 650 Mbps data rate when transmitting power is 20 dBm. In

contrast, a traditional automatic repeat-request (ARQ) algorithm technique on the

same FSO jitter channel achieves a rate of 70 Mbps. This result has been presented

in [56].

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows: design and implementation of short-length Raptor

codes are presented in Chap. 2. In Chap. 3 and Chap. 4, applications of short-length

Raptor codes in hybrid FSO/RF links and in Mobile FSO links of UAVs are presented

respectively. The thesis is concluded in Chap. 5 with directions of future work.
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Chapter 2

Design and Implementation of

Short-Length Raptor Codes

In this chapter, for many hybrid and mobile applications introduced in Chap. 1,

the FSO channel is modeled as erasure channel and a set of short-length Raptor

codes are designed and implemented to overcome the slow fading. The background

of Raptor codes is presented in Sec. 2.1 and the erasure correcting performance is

defined in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3, the design of Raptor codes is presented by details.

As described in Chap. 1, previous work on Raptor codes with feedback requires the

encoder and decoder operate in a synchronous way i.e., it is assumed that transmitter

and receiver have synchronized random generators [40]. However, this synchronization

is fragile when a long communication distance exists and a little delay can cause

significant error in decoding. In this work, asynchronous hardware Raptor encoder

and decoder in which interconnection information is added in each packet are designed

and implemented in Sec. 2.4.
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Figure 2.1: Factor graph of a Raptor code.

2.1 Background on Raptor Codes

Raptor codes are closely related to Luby transform (LT) codes [38] and are random

bipartite graph codes in which every encoded packet is a linear combination of a

random number of message packets. The degree of an encoded packet is the number

of message packets combined, and is chosen randomly and independently for each

encoded packet. Raptor codes have an outer low-density parity-check (LDPC) pre-

code for the message packets. This LDPC pre-code enlarges the effective number of

message packets from k to k, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The degree distribution polynomial

of a Raptor code is defined as S1(x) = ~f=lS1iXi, where the Xi term represents a degree

i, and S1i is the probability mass of degree i. Both LT and Raptor codes are decoded

via a simplified belief propagation (BP) algorithm. The algorithm starts from a

degree one packet and uses it to decode packets of larger degree. Decoded packets

are subtracted from all larger degree packets which involve it. All received packets

are stored in a buffer and the decoding process continues searching and subtracting

until the k message packets are recovered. Section 2.4 presents efficient hardware

implementation of a Raptor encoder and decoder.

The decoding complexity of a Raptor code has been shown to be O(k log l/'TJ) on

average, where Tf > 0 is a design code overhead set typically at a couple percent [35].
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Selecting a short k is advantageous to reduce complexity in decoding. However, in

earlier Raptor code designs [35], an apparent trend is that reducing k resulted in a

reduction in average rate. A k = 9500 Raptor code has also been widely used [36],

however, for the Gbps rates considered for FSO channels, decoding such a code is

complex.

The first Raptor code with k ::::: 64536 in [35] is used for erasure correction. The

problem of Raptor codes in [35] is that the long length limit their practicality espe

cially for high-speed communications such as FSO links. A set of systematic fixed

length Raptor codes of length k = 4 - 8192 has been developed for forward error

correction applications [37]. However, Raptor codes in [37] are applied without feed

back, i.e., without adaptation to channel conditions. Moreover, the codes in [37] have

a limited correction capability due to their fixed length which is similar as LDPC

but different from general rateless codes. The error probability after correction of

the fixed-length codes varies depending on channel conditions. In this case, a set of

short-length k = 16 - 1024 Raptor codes which adapt to channel conditions using

limited feedback is designed. A direct thought to apply Raptor codes with a little

feedback is to apply them at packet-level and model the channel as packet erasure

channel. This idea has been applied in a multimedia broadcasting network as shown

in Fig. 2.2. For the network application, Raptor packets are sent through multiple

channels from transmitter to receiver to utilize all the capacities of channels without

knowing the channel state information. The receiver collects the Raptor packets un

til a sufficient number is received to finish decoding and sends a feedback signal to

transmitter to stop the transmission [57-59].
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of multimedia broadcasting network with Raptor codes

2.2 Erasure Correcting Performance of Raptor Codes

Different from fixed-length codes, the rate of Raptor codes is in fact random. The

number of packets needed for decoding depends on not only Raptor code itself, but

also packet erasure probability e (0 :::; e < 1). In FSO channels, e can vary in

different weather conditions. To investigate the performance of Raptor codes in a

packet erasure channel, in this section, the erasure correcting performance of Raptor

codes is defined first.

Definition 1: For an erasure channel with erasure probability e, a k-packet mes-

sage is given. Define n, m as the number of transmitted and received packets required

for successful decoding respectively.

Definition 2: Under sufficient observation of the decoding process, define Pr(n),

Pr(m) as the probability of the event that instaneous n packets are transmitted, m
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packets are received for successful decoding respectively. Also, define Pr(nJm) as the

probability that n packets are transmitted when m packets are received.

The statistics m and Pr(m) can be obtained by simulation [60]. Define (m) as the

expectation of m and

(m) = (1 + Em)k, (2.1)

where Em is the overhead of a k-Iength Raptor code. Though the rate of a Raptor

code is random, (m) is a statistical measurement analogous to the code rate of fixed

length codes. The erasure correcting performance of a k = 64536 Raptor code in [35]

is represented by the Pr(m) and (m) in Fig. 2.3 with a degree distribution as,

D*(x) = 0.007969x + 0.49357x2 + 0.16622x3 + 0.072646x4

+ 0.082558x5 + 0.056058x8 + 0.037229x9 + 0.05559x19

+ 0.025023x65 + 0.003135x66
. (2.2)

To investigate Pr(n) in a specific erasure channel with e, it is assumed that Pr(m)

of a Raptor code is known. Since n ~ m, Pr(n) is expanded with Pr(nlm) and Pr(m)

as,
n

Pr(n) = L Pr(nlm) . Pr(m)
m=l

(2.3)

The meaning of Pr(n = Nlm = M) where Nand Mare instaneous values of nand m

can be described in this way: For iii! received packets required for decoding, consider

the specific case that the message is not recovered after N -1 packets are transmitted.

In this case, for the N -1 transmitted packets, only M -1 packets are received. And

the last transmitted packet, if it is received, the number of total received packets
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Figure 2.3: Probability of mass function, Pr(m), for number of received packet re
quired for decoding k = 64536 in [35]

increases to IV! and decoding completes. Pr(n = Nlm = IV!) is defined as,

N -1 transmitted packets
A

Pr(n = Nlm = M) = r(N - 1)e[(N-1)-(M-1)](1_ e)M-1'. (1- e)
M-1 ~

last transmitted packet

(2.4)

where (~=i) is the number of M - 1 combinations from N - 1. Substitute in (2.4)

to (2.3),

(2.5)

From (2.5), (n) is expressed as,
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-
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00

= L(1- e)mpr(m) [m(1- e)-m-l]
m=l

(m)
1- e' (2.6)

As a statistic of n, (n) is just a multiple of (m) with the multiplier 1/(1 - e),

which depends on to the erasure channel. Therefore, a good Raptor code with small

(m) still achieves small (n) for any arbitrary e (0 :::; e< 1).

For FSO links modeled as erasure channels, the erasure probability e is unknown

at transmitter and receiver and varies significantly under different weather conditions.

Conventional fixed-length codes are not suitable for this erasure channel because of the

channel state is unknown and changes over time. Raptor codes and Luby transform

(LT) codes [38] are called rateless codes where each packet is a random combination

of message packets. Every Raptor or LT encoded packet is a random combination of

message packets and the encoder keeps generating packets until the decoder collects

sufficient number of the Raptor packets. No matter how big e is, some of the Raptor

packets are erased, but the remaining packets pass the channel. The specific packets

received are not important, merely the number, e only changes the rate of Raptor
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Table 2.1: Degree of LDPC Pre-Code and c for different k

k 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
D 9 16 19 27 30 33 44
c 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09

codes which adapts to the channel capacity.

2.3 Design of Short-Length Raptor Codes

A key design parameter for any Raptor code is the average rate (m) /k. Another key

property of a Raptor code is the decoding complexity. Since every Raptor encoded

packet is a linear combination of a couple of message packets. The number of mes-

sage packets connected to an encoded packet is termed degree. Average degree, davg

of a Raptor code represents the decoding complexity. In previous work [35], it is

demonstrated that an increasing k causes a decreasing Cm and an increasing davg '

2.3.1 Pre-Coding LDPC

In this work, for simplicity, the outer LDPC code is selected to be systematic and

right-regular where each check node has degree D. The D message packets connected

to each check node are chosen uniformly and independently. To each message, k - k =

0.02k redundant LDPC packets are added for k = 64 to 1024, and a single packet

is added for k = 16,32. Table 2.1 lists the selected degree D, of each redundant

packet for different k. Initially, D was set to logz k and increased to minimize Cm

after simulation. Note, this heuristic optimization is typical in the design of such

codes, and different pre-coding LDPC codes can achieve similar performance [35].
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2.3.2 Design of Degree Distribution

The input ripple is defined as the set of message packets decoded up to a particular

step [35]. A good code maximizes the input ripple throughout the decoding process.

Reference [35] gives a heuristic proposal: for x E [0,1 - 6], where 6 is the fraction of

message packets not decoded, keep the ripple size 2: c..j(l - x)k, where c is a small

constant. Using this proposal, it was shown that D(x) should satisfy

-In(l - x - c G)
I \I . k

D(x) 2: 1+1] ,xE[0,1-6] (2.7)

where D'(x) is the derivative of D(x) [35].

In this work, for a given degree distribution in [35], (2.7) is verified by discretizing

the interval [0,1 - 6] in steps of 0.001. Since there are many degree distributions

satisfying (2.7), the design of D(x) for short k is based on the degree distribution

for a long Raptor code of k = 64536 as D*(x) described in (2.2) [35]. A heuristic

technique must be applied to find D(x) for k = 16 to 1024 since no analytical design

procedures exist. A typical value TJ = 0.05 is selected as in [35]. Following [35], to

verify (2.7), c < 6.fk and 6 = 0.01. Care must be taken in selecting the value of

c to ensure (2.7) is satisfied. Table 2.1 lists the values of c chosen after extensive

simulation. To find an D(x) with good performance, D*(x) is modified stepwise until

(2.7) is satisfied.

Step 1: Truncate the large degree items in D*(x) larger than k/4. For example,

x5 to X 66 terms are removed for k = 16. From [35], it is not necessary that D(x)

have packets of every degree. Figure 2.4 has an example of a truncated Raptor code

with lower (m) than a comparable LT code which has all possible degree packets.
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Figure 2.4: Pr(m) of Raptor code and LT code for k = 64

Qualitatively, adding large degree packets also increases davg significantly.

Step 2: Add xll , X 13 , X 16 and X 25 to [2(x) for k = 64, 128 and 256. Packets of large

degree are important to ensure that all message packets are covered. However, for

the small k considered, the large degrees in [2* (x) are excessive. Therefore, moderate

degree terms are added as a trade-off between x 9 and X 66 terms.

Step 3: Increase probabilities [2i for small degrees significantly, especially for

degree one. For example, for k = 16, increase [21 from 0.007969 to 0.18. After [2*(x)

is truncated in step 1, [2i of large degree terms is shifted to smaller degrees. If [21

increases, more packets of degree one are sent in early stages of decoding. This shifting

also reduces davg , the average decoding cost. Increasing [21 too much, however, can

stall decoding since the encoded packets may not cover enough message packets.

Therefore, [21 is increased and checked via simulation to ensure good operation.

After the heuristic steps above, an initial [2(x) is obtained for each k. However,

the initial design is often not robust and has large davg and em' A simulation-based
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Table 2.2: Design results for D(x)

~ 64 I 128 I 256 I 512 I 1024 I
01 0.18 0.11 0.1 0.06 0.04 0.025 0.015
O2 0.52 0.5 0.5 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.495
0 3 0.1 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.167 0.167 0.167
0 4 0.2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.082 0.082
0 5 0.26 0.042 0.05 0.07 0.071 0.071
0 8 0.037 0.039 0.05 0.049
0 9 0.045 0.02 0.025 0.044 0.048
011 0.06

013 0.063
016 0.04

019 0.058 0.035 0.043 0.05
0 25 0.049

0 6.6 0.023 0.023

technique is used to refine this initial D(x) to improve performance. For each k and

choice of D(x) many simulations are performed to estimate the distribution of m.

An example is shown in Fig. 2.4 for k = 64 for 108 iterations. Qualitatively, if Em

is large from simulation, then more probability is shifted from large degree to small

degree. This search procedure continues in this fashion until Em cannot be reduced

any further. Ta.ble 2.2 presents the resulting degree distributions.

2.3.3 Results of Code Design

The performance of the codes define in Tbl. 2.2 is plotted in Fig. 2.5. Notice that

Em decreases with increasing k. When k = 1024, Em decreases to 0.126. However,

davg increases with k. For k = 1024, davg = 6.32, which can be considered as a

moderate decoding cost. Compared to k = 64536 code using D*(x) from (2.2) [35],

coding overhead, Em, for k = 1024 is 8% larger than for k = 64536, however, davg
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Figure 2.5: Overhead, Em, and average degree, davg , of Raptor codes

is approximately 37% less. The comparision between k = 16 and k = 64536 shows

that davg of the smaller k is about a quarter of the bigger k. In Raptor decoding,

this means k = 16 can be decoded fast at least as 4 times as that of k = 64536. For

instance, a Raptor decoder which only works at 250 Mbps for k = 64536 can work at

1 Gbps for k = 16. This is a significant trade-off between a slight increase in coding

overhead Em and a large decrease in decoding complexity, i.e., davg '

2.4 Implementation of Raptor Encoder and De-

coder

Unlike the synchronous Raptor encoder and decoder presented in [40], in this chapter,

asynchronous Raptor encoder and decoder without synchronization are applied. For

the Raptor encoded packets, degree and connection to message packets are generated
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randomly. It is not practical to assume transmitter and receiver have synchronized

random generators. Thus, every encoded packet must contain its interconnection

information. In this work, define the connection information, (CI), of an encoded

packet as its degree and the list of all message packets used to construct it, as shown

in Fig. 2.6(a). Notice that the number of bits required to encode the CI for a particular

packet can vary significantly. In order to obtain a fixed-size transmitted packet, a

finite set of CI's are stored at both transmitter and receiver in a table termed the

CI table (CIT). Thus, only the index into this table need to be transmitted with

each packet. If an index is known, the corresponding CI is known, and decoding can

proceed. Adding an index to packets causes extra redundancy, however, compared to

a large data size, this extra redundancy is trivial. For k = 16 -1024, the size of index

is 8 + log2 k bit, less than 2% of the packet for e= 1024, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b).

In Sec. 2.4.7 the size of the memory required for the CIT is quantified in a practical

implementation.

In this section, the particular algorithms of Raptor encoding and decoding are

presented first. These realistic algorithms can be implemented both in software and

hardware easily. Secondly, architectures of the Raptor encoder and decoder are de-

scribed in detail. Finally, implementation in an FPGA including experimental results

of encoding/decoding speed, circuit scale and power consumption is presented.
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2.4.1 Algorithm of Raptor Encoder

The encoder requires a mechanism to generate random degrees according to D(x)

as well as an LDPC generator for pre-coding. After a degree is selected, a set of

message packets equal to the degree are selected randomly and uniformly from the

message packets. In this work, to simplify implementation, the random generator is

replaced by the pre-computed CIT. This table is formed by using a pseudorandom

generator to select degrees according to D(x). In addition, the interconnection of the

LDPC pre-coded packets are included in the entries of the CIT. In order to ensure

good performance, the length of the CIT must be long enough to thoroughly sample

possible degree selections. In this work, after extensive simulation, the CIT table is

set to contain 256 . k element~. The same CIT is implemented at both encoder and

decoder.

A variable index is defined which refers to an index in the CIT. For a glVen

index the CI is known and the data of the indicated packets are combined through

exclusive-or (XOR). Then the index is appended to the encoded data and a CRC is

added. After the encoding of a packet is completed, the encoder moves to the next

packet and the index in the CI is incremented. If current message is finished, the

encoder moves to the next message.

2.4.2 Algorithm of Raptor Decoder

The Raptor decoder is far more complicated than the encoder. Define undecoded

packets (UDP) as received packets whose degree is greater than 1. Conversely, define

decoded packets (DP) as degree one packets which have been released in previous

decoding stages. Finally, define newly released packets (NRP) as degree one packets
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which are released in the current decoding stage. Undecoded packets, decoded packets

and newly released packets are stored separately. The following discussion summarizes

the five steps of the modified BP algorithm.

Step 1: Input a packet, and check CRC. If pass, then translate the index to CI

by lookup in the CIT.

Step 2: If the input packet is a degree one packet which has not yet been decoded,

place it in the NRP memory. Otherwise, place it in the UDP memory and XOR with

any previously decoded packets in the DP memory. This step may release new degree

one packets, which are saved to the NRP memory, or reduce the degree of received

packet.

Step 3: New released packets in the NRP memory are used to repeat Step 2 until

no new degree one packets are released.

Step 4: Copy all NRP to the DP memory.

Step 5: If all k message packets are decoded in the DP memory, the decoding

process stops. Otherwise, input a new packet and repeat Step 1.

2.4.3 Chain List of Raptor Decoder

To minimize the decoding time, the CI of undecoded packets must be recorded in

a data structure which permits quick access. Define a chain list as an indexed set

of lists, or chains, similar to a hash table with separate chaining. For example, to

store the connection information for undecoded packets define a chain list C I u in

Fig. 2.7(a). Each UDP indexes a list containing the CI corresponding to the packet.

By convention, the first entry in each chain is the degree of the packet and is set to

ease implementation. Entries are made sequentially into CIu each time a packet is
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added to the UDP memory. Though the degree of UDPs varies randomly, the size

of the memory must be fixed. In this work, the depth of the chain list is set to the

maximum degree in n(x). Once the degree of the UDP is reduced to one by the

decoding algorithm it is moved to the NRP memory.

In order to avoid expensive searches through GIll, another chain list G1m is de

fined to hold the connection information of each message packet, as illustrated in

Fig. 2.7(b). In Glm , the k message packets index chains containing the set of UDPs

which depend on the message packet. For example, from Fig. 2.7(b), UDPs A and B

depend on message packet 1. Once the CI of a UDP is added to the Glu , the index

of this entry is also stored in every chain of Glm connected to packet. For example,

notice that packet A in Glu. in Fig. 2.7(a) is also contained in chains 1 and 3 of Glm

in Fig. 2. 7(b).

To illustrate the operation of these chain lists, consider a case where the chain lists

GIu and G1m are as in Fig. 2.7. Suppose a degree one packet is received containing

message packet 2. Figure 2.8 illustrates the operation on the chain lists. First, Glm

is accessed indicating that UDP packets Band C depend on message packet 2. Then,

chains Band C in Glu are accessed, the degree is reduced by one and the reference

to message packet 2 is removed. Finally, the chain for message packet 2 in Glm

is removed. In this way, the CI of remaining UDPs and message packets remains

consistent and is easily accessed and modified.
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Figure 2.7: Structure of chain lists (a) Clu and (b) Clm
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Figure 2.8: Example of chain list access

2.4.4 Time Analysis of Raptor Encoder and Decoder in Soft-

ware

The decoding time of Raptor codes can be divided into two parts: the XOR operation

on the data and chain list access to maintain interconnection information. Though

CI11 and Clm are accessed directly, update and deletion of chain list still costs time.

In contrast, the operation of the encoder does not require chain list accesses and the

encoding time is far smaller than decoding time. To get a rough estimate of the

decoding speed for the Raptor codes designed in Sec. 2.3, the decode algorithm with

chain lists is simulated for k = 16 - 1024 on a PC. In software, Clu and Clm are

implemented in memory accessed by CPU. Each update of a chain list element at least

contains "read", "assign value" and "write" command cycles. The PC has an AMD

Athlon X2 3800+ CPU clocked at 2.0 GHz and the Dev-C++ complier was used for
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all simulations. The results of the simulation are shown as Fig. 2.9. Notice that as

k increases the total decoding speed decreases quickly. The decoding rate of k = 16

reaches 1.3 Gbps, while that of k = 1024 drops to 50 Mbps. Limited by the chain

list access, the average decoding time of every packet increases significantly with k.

Also the larger davg for longer messages incurs more XOR operations. Though Em

decreases with increasing k, from the discussion of Sec. 2.3.3, it is also clear that the

decoding complexity increases significantly. Thus, for the high data rate FSO channels

considered here, Gbps performance is only available from short-length Raptor codes.

To select the size of the tables containing Glu and Glm , extensive simulations

were conducted to avoid overflow. For Glu , it is assumed that the maximum number

of undecoded packets is 2k, as shown in Fig. 2.7. For Glm the length of the depth

of each chain was set to k/2. After more than 109 runs, simulations indicate that on

average the Glu is only 23% filled and the Glm is 46% full. No errors were encountered

in the simulation nor were errors encountered for tables of this size in the hardware

implementation in Sec. 2.4.7. Although the size of Glu and Glm is significant, it is

still acceptable for small k.

The key advantage of chain list memory is that the decoder is able to access

the CI for each packet at any decoding stage without the need to search through a

buffer. Interconnection information can be used and updated dynamically. The Glu

memory is necessary for decoding since it contains the interconnection information

of each UDP. Strictly the Glm contains redundant information and is not necessary.

However, it is vital to ensure high-speed operation and to avoid searching through

all UDPs. The use of chain lists Glu. and Glm occupy significant hardware resources

and are suitable for short-length Raptor codes, however, they allow for high speed
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Figure 2.9: Software simulation estimate of decoding speed of Raptor decoder (run
ning on CPU clocked at 2 GHz)

operation. Section 2.4.7 quantifies the required resources for a k = 16 Raptor encoder

and decoder operating at high rates.

2.4.5 Hardware Architecture of Raptor Encoder

Figure 2.10 presents the hardware architectures of the Raptor encoder for the designed

k = 16 code. Several modules are included under the top level encoder design. The

index counter is a counter which records the index of current packet in the CIT. The

CIT is implemented a 64 kbit ROM in the design. The XOR Unit can add two packets

in each clock cycle. The degree signal controls the the number of XOR operations

required. The Central Logic block is a finite state machine to arrange the actions of

other modules for different encoding steps.

Signals of the Raptor encoder are listed in Tbl. 2.3. The primary challenge in

designing the encoder is that each encoded packet requires a different number of

operations due to its random degree. The Central Logic unit coordinates data access
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Figure 2.10: Architecture of Raptor encoder (MP=message packet). Thin lines are
control signals while thick lines indicate data paths.

Table 2.3: Signals of Raptor encoder

Name Type Description
CLK Input Input clock signal
FB Input Feedback signal from decoder. If effective,

encoding of current message is finished and
Central Logic starts the next message.

to the message packet (MP) memory and XORs to ensure synchronous operation.

The encoding process for a given message is stopped when the feedback (FB) signal

is asserted and the Central Logic unit moves to the next message in the MP RAM.

2.4.6 Hardware Architecture of Raptor Decoder

From the previous discussion, it is clear that accesses to chain list dominate the

decoding time when implemented in software. For this hardware design, however,

CJ'll and CJm are both implemented with registers. This means that in one CLK
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of Raptor decoder. Thin lines are control signals while
thick lines indicate data paths.

cycle, update or deletion of any element in a chain can be finished. This is a pure

hardware method to implement the chain list and in fact each chain is a circuit cell.

The top level scheme of Raptor decoder is shown in Fig. 2.11. The CIT and XOR

Unit modules of Raptor decoder are the same as the ones of encoder. The FB signal

is an output signal of Raptor decoder and indicates when all message packets are

decoded.

From Sec. 2.4.2, the undecoded, decoded and newly released packets are stored

in separate memories. A data bus connecting these RAMs and XOR Unit is used.

There are many access to RAM during the decoding process. For example, data of an

undecoded packet is read first, then XORed by data of a decoded packet and written

back to UDP RAM.
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Table 2.4: FPGA Implementation results of Raptor encoder and decoder k = 16

I Encoder I Decoder

eLK frequency (MHz) 120 120
Data bus width (bit) 64 64

Equivalent gates 8230 26360
ROM size (kbit) 64 64

Power consumption (mW) 23 97
Required data RAM (kbit) 16 (MP) 32 (UDP)+16 (DP)

Speed (bps) 1.22 G 714M

2.4.7 Hardware Implementation Result

The design of Raptor encoder and decoder is implemented in a Xilinx Virtex II-Pro

XC2VPIOO FPGA with ISE software [61, 62]. FPGA XC2VP100 is an advanced de-

vice with 130 nm technology and 10 million gates scale. Logic design implemented in

XC2VP100 can be demonstrated by the high clock frequency at maximum 200 MHz.

Average encoding and decoding speed of Raptor encoder are measured at maximum

clock frequency at 120 MHz. Power consumption of the circuit is estimated through

Xilinx XPE power estimate tool [63]. Details of implementation result are presented

in Tbl. 2.4. Due to its simplicity, the speed of the encoder is faster than the decoder

and thus, the Raptor decoder limits data rates of soft-switching hybrid FSO/RF sys-

terns. In this work, an FPGA hardware design achieves decoding speed as 714 Mbps

with a 120 MHz clock.

Previous Raptor code implementations have been reported at several Gbps data

rate on a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon CPU, and 27 Mbps on a 206 MHz Intel StrongARM

processor [35, 39]. Neither reference gives details on the code designed or its perfor-

mance. However, such rates must be considered in light of the hardware complexity
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of such systems. In this work, the efficiency of the Raptor encoding and decoding al

gorithm has been demonstrated by the implementation in 2 GHz PC where decoding

rate is up to 1.3 Gbps. Comparable data rates are realized using far simpler hardware

at a much slower clock. In addition, the architecture is flexible and rates should scale

with improved digital hardware implementations, i.e. FPGA or ASIC.

2.5 Conclusion

The short-length Raptor codes (16 -1024) in this chapter are designed with high rate

and low decoding complexity. For k = 1024, Em = 12% and davg = 6.32. The reality

of these codes is demonstrated by implementation in FPGA with 714 Mbps decoding

speed, 26090 gates scale and 97 mW power consumption. In the following chapters,

the designed short-length Raptor codes are applied to both hybrid RF/FSO channels

as well as mobile FSO channels.
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Chapter 3

Soft-Switching Hybrid FSO/RF

Links using Raptor codes

In this chapter, for the hybrid FSO/RF links introduced in Chap. 1, the short-length

Raptor codes designed in Chap. 2 are applied with a soft-switching scheme to maxi

mize the total channel capacity.

Consider Fig. 3.1, a simple switching technique for hybrid links is to apply a

hard-switching over these two links depending on received signal power as described

in Chap. 1. However, only one link is selected while the other is sitting idle under

a specific channel state. Further more, a great deal of feedback is needed to obtain

channel state information at the transmitter. Since FSO and RF links can operate

under very different data rates, frequent hard-switching over the two links costs system

complexity. Short-length Raptor codes overcome the disadvantage of hard-switching

by utilizing the capacity both of FSO and RF links simultaneously. Simulation results

of the soft-switching performance of the short-length Raptor codes in three Canadian

cities are presented in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Hard and soft switching configurations for Hybrid FSO/RF.links.
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3.1 Hybrid FSO/RF Channel Model

For a point-to-point hybrid FSO/RF system in Fig. 3.1, the channel model is a

combination of two individual line-of-sight (LOS) FSO and RF channels. In this

section, details of these two channels described in Chap. 1 are presented.

3.1.1 FSO Channel

For an FSO link with OOK modulation, the channel model is defined as the same in

(1.3). In this work of a stationary FSO link, the channel gain h is factored as [30],

(3.1 )

where hI> ha and hg denote the attenuation due to atmospheric loss, scintillation and

geometric loss respectively. Since it is assumed that no sway of optical transmitter

or receiver exists in this chapter, the misalignment loss hm = 1 and is not considered

here. Geometric loss, hg , in this FSO channel model is a constant loss according to

link parameters. Both hI and ha are time-variant, however, at very different time

scales. The atmospheric loss hI varies on the order of hours while scintillation varies

on the order of 1 - 100 ms [31]. This is in marked contrast to bit intervals which are

typically 1 ns or less. The effect of ha is a slow fading by which the FSO channel

capacity is greatly impacted.

Atmospheric Loss

During propagation in free space, photons are absorbed and scattered by atmospheric

particles, such as fog, rain and snow droplets. Generally, these particles have radii in
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a range 100 /Lm to 5000 /Lm [64] and cause varying attenuation depending on their

distribution. The Beers-Lambert law defines hi as,

hi = e-17L

where TJ is attenuation coefficient and L is propagation distance.

(3.2)

Because of the far smaller wavelength than RF links, atmospheric loss of FSO

links is sensitive to water droplets such as fog. High loss up to 300 dB/km is possible

for FSO links due to heavy fog [65]. When weather is clear and no droplet exists, loss

can be less than 1 dB/km [66]. Atmospheric loss varies significantly under different

weather conditions. For the purpose of this work, the attenuation coefficient will be

modeled differently for the following weather conditions: clear/fog, rain and snow.

The appropriate model for TJ varies depending on the presence of precipitation and

measured visibility data. Visibility is typically defined as the distance at which the

transmitted optical intensity is attenuated to 2% of its original value [64]. In the case

with no precipitation, e.g., clear or foggy weather, Kim's model is employed as [64],

3.91 ( A )-q
TJno-precip = V 550 (3.3)

where V is visibility in km, A is wavelength in nm and q is a parameter related to the
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1.6 (V > 50 km)

1.3 (6 km < V < 50 km)

q = 0.16V + 0.34 (1 km < V < 6 km)

V - 0.5 (0.5 km < V < 1 km)

o (V < 0.5 km)

Atmospheric loss hi for different visibility V is presented in Tbl. 3.1. On the basis

of much experimental work, the loss determined by visibility is convincing and con-

venient to use [67-69J. However, this model is only accurate for a narrow wavelength

range suitable for FSO communications, i.e. A = 785 - 1550 nm [64J. In the case of

precipitation, since the droplet size is far bigger than fog droplet, the loss is relatively

wavelength insensitive. For rain, an accepted empirical model from [67J is,

2.9
T/rain = V· (3.4)

For snow, the attenuation can be more severe due to a much larger droplet size. For

a fair comparison with rain, following [70J, T/snow is selected as,

T/snow = 20T/rain' (3.5)

Notice that for rain and snow, only empirical models of loss are available. There exist

more complex models of rain and snow attenuation which take visibility, temperature

and droplet size into account. However, in this work, the simple models are adopted

since only visibility data are available. Experimental results show these models are
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reasonably accurate in most cases [68, 71-73].

Scintillation

Atmospheric scintillation arises due to random changes in the refractive index of air

along the transmission path. These refractive index changes introduce fading which

varies on time scales of 1- 100 ms [31]. In every fading interval, an independent gain,

ha , is selected according to the Gamma-Gamma distribution [74],

(3.6)

where K a -{3(-) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and 1/0<, 1/(3 are

variances of large and small scale eddies respectively [74]. These two variances are

related to the Rytov variance which represents the total intensity of atmospheric

turbulence,

( )

7/6

'112 = 1 23 27f c2 £11/6
',R ' ~ n (3.7)

where C~ is the refractive-index structure parameter which is an air turbulence in-

dex denoting the atmospheric state independent of optical wavelength and £ is the

communication distance. Rytov variance 'T/k is used to describe 0< and (3 through the

expressions [74, pp.335-336]'

°49 2/(1 111 12/5)7/61/0< = e' 'lJH +. 'lJH - 1,

1/(3 = eO.51 'lJh/(HO.69 17~/5)5/6 - 1. (3.8)

The structure parameter, C~, is the main parameter of the Gamma-Gamma distri-

bution and represents the atmospheric turbulence level. Table 3.1 presents values for
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Table 3.1: C~ for different weather conditions

Weather Condition C~ x 10-14 (m-Z/ 3 ) V (km) hz (dm/km, for A = 1550 nm)
Clear 2 > 10 < 0.44

Light Haze 1.8 4-10 1.51-0.44
Haze 1.5 2-4 4.29-1.51

Thin fog 1 1-2 10.11-4.29
Light fog 0.5 <1 > 10.11

c~ for a variety of weather conditions used in this work [66, 75, 76]. Both C~ and

hz may vary according to different atmospheric particle distributions under different

conditions. Notice that turbulence is more severe in clear conditions than in foggy,

high loss, conditions.

Geometric Loss

Geometric loss arises due to divergence of the transmitted beam and increases with

propagation distance. For a fixed point-to-point link, assuming perfect alignment

between transmitter and receiver exists and Gaussian beam profiles, the geometric

loss can be approximated as,

[ jiia] Z
hg = erf( v!2w) , w';::;;!L·¢ (3.9)

where w is the beam width at propagation distance L, 2a is the aperture diameter

and ¢ is the divergence angle of beam [30]. The geometric loss hg is a fixed loss for a

given FSO link independent of weather conditions.
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An IEEE 802.16 WiMAX point-to-point RF link operating at 5.8 GHz with 64

QAM modulation is considered as a complimentary link to the FSO channel [77, 78].

The 5.8 GHz band is relatively insensitive to deep rain fades [79]. In addition, the

requirement of a line-of-sight for FSO implies that multipath distortion of the directive

point-to-point RF link will be small. As a result, in this work the RF channel is

modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and only directive

and antenna gains are considered.

Define the RF transmitted power as PRF and the total channel gain of power as

GRF ,

(3.10)

where Gtx , Grx are the antenna gains of the transmitter and receiver with respect to

an isotropic antenna and Gd is the directive gain of isotropic antenna [80]. Highly

directive RF antennas are available for the WiMAX standard with Gtx and Grx in a

range 10 dBi to 30 dBi [81]. Thus, for point-to-point applications, WiMAX RF links

achieve several km transmission distances at rates of tens to hundreds of Mbps [77, 82].

In addition, with the 20 MHz bandwidth, the maximum communication distance of

commercial WiMAX systems reaches 7-50 km [77, 83]. For short distance 0.5-2 km,

the AWGN channel model for WiMAX link is realistic.
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3.2 Raptor Coded Soft-Switching Hybrid FSO jRF

Channel

3.2.1 Packet-Level Raptor codes

The previous discussion on channel modelling considers the channel at discrete sig

nalling intervals. A common technique is to collect groups of transmitted bits into

packets for transmission over the channel. This packetization of bits is practical

and required for such high-speed links since processing at the packet-level is far less

onerous than signal processing at the bit-rate, especially for links approaching Gbps

rates.

In the remainder of this chapter, transmitting packets of .e bits over FSO or RF

channels is considered. Figure 3.2 presents a diagram and the combined channel.

Note, the channel model is applied to every bit, however, processing is done on each

packet. Also, hard detection is only considered at the receiver to keep complexity

realistic. In order to ensure reliable communications, a cyclic-redundancy code (CRC)

is applied to each packet to detect any errors. After the CRC encoding, Raptor

packets in bitstream are sent to OOK and 64-QAM modulation respectively. Binary

bits in an encoded Raptor packet are mapped to OOK for each bit in FSO link and

to 64-QAM for every 6 bits in RF link. Demodulation and decoding at receiver are in

the inverse process as transmitter. Examples of such codes include 32-bit CRC from

the IEEE 802.3 standard [84] which has efficient implementations for encoding and

decoding at high speeds. For this example, it has been shown that the probability of

undetectable error is < 10-9 , when bit error probability < 0.5 [84]. As a result, any

corrupted packets are discarded by the receiver and end-to-end channel for FSO or
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Figure 3.2: Combined channel model of the soft-switching hybrid FSO/RF link

RF links is a packet erasure channel. The packet erasure probability of FSO and RF

channel are eFSO and eRF respectively. In the following section, a packet-level coding

technique to achieve efficient soft-switching in hybrid FSO/RF links is described.

3.2.2 Simulation Setup

From the channel model described in Sec. 3.1, it is known that data rate of the FSO

channel is affected by weather condition significantly. During fog conditions, the

intensity of the optical signal is greatly attenuated, following (3.3). Additionally, rain

and snow also severely attenuate transmissions according to (3.4) and (3.5). Even

in clear conditions, the optical power is still impacted by scintillation according to

(3.6). In the simulations, OOK modulation is assumed with hard decision decoding

for every bit in the packet. The channel gain of a specific fading coherence time is

fixed and it is assumed that the receiver knows exactly the channel gain for a bit-wise

detection. The threshold of bit-wise hard detection is determined by the channel
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gain. In practice, an AGC is used to integrate the received signal for detection as

mentioned in Chap. 1.

After application of the CRC, the effective channel for both RF and FSO links

is an erasure channel. Since Raptor codes are applied, an increase in eFSO due to

atmospheric conditions will cause the decoded data rate to scale down appropriately.

The WiMAX RF channel working at 5.8 GHz has a lower data rate but is more far

more stable than FSO channel over weather conditions. In well designed point-to

point systems, the impact of fading and noise at this RF frequency are small. With a

lower transmission rate, the WiMAX RF link can be recognized as a backup of FSO

link. The parameters of the FSO and RF link for simulation are presented in Tbl. 3.2

and are chosen from [5, 75, 77, 85]. Since the 5.8 GHz frequency is an unlicenced band

in WiMAX standard applied by many commercial systems, the 96 Mbps is chosen as

the highest rate at this frequency from a commercial link [77]. Other link parameters

such as antenna gain is also chosen from the commercial link [77]. Parameters of the

FSO link are chosen from the fSONA system which is one of the most highest data

rate commercial FSO links available in the world [5]. The selection of these highest

data rates of FSO and RF links is meaningful because they represent the newest

technology of both the links. However, even for the newest technology, data rate of

the FSO link is much faster than that of the RF link.

The simulations are based on 2007 climate data from [86]. Since only hourly data

is available, it is assumed that atmospheric parameters C~ and V do not change

within an hour. The coherence time of optical scintillation is taken to be 10 ms from

[31]. In every coherence interval, a channel gain ha due to scintillation is generated

according to (3.6). Practical link distances, L = 0.5, 1 and 2 km are simulated. In
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the FSO and RF link for simulation

FSO link

Parameter
Wavelength

Transmission rate
Transmitted power

Receiver responsivity
Variance of noise

Laser divergence angle
Receiver diameter

RF link

Parameter
Frequency

Transmission rate
Transmitted power

Bandwidth
Variance of noise

Antenna gain of transmitter
Antenna gain of receiver
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~RF

PRF

B
NRF

Ctx

Crx

Value
1550 nm
1 Gbps

320mW
0.5 AjW
10-14 A2
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Value
5.8 GHz
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16mW
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10-10 mW
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Figure 3.3: Location simulation sites: Vancouver, Toronto and St. John's, Canada

all cases, it is assumed that the LOS links are placed in stationary locations and the

initial alignment between transmitter and receiver is assured.

Simulations are also performed for climate data for three Canadian cities: Van-

couver, Toronto and St. John's. These cities are located in west coast, south border

and east coast of the country respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.3. All of cites are located

at latitudes of 49° - 43° North. The climate of Vancouver is moderate oceanic, where

most rainfall occurs in winter. Toronto has a humid continental climate, where sum-

mer is warm and rainy, and winter is cold and snowy. From an FSO communications

perspective, St. John's has the most challenging climate. In a large portion of a year,

it is foggy, cloudy or snowy. For example, on average St. John's experiences 126 days

of fog per year [87]. St. John's is also affected by tropical storms from the Atlantic

Ocean.

Simulations are conducted for hybrid FSO/RF links with hard-switching and soft

switching with the designed short-length Raptor codes with message lengths k = 16
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and 1024. Although the k = 16 case is practical and less complex, it has a much

higher overhead than k = 1024 code as presented in Fig. 2.5. For hard-switching,

a reasonable technique from literature [46] is adopted. It is assumed that in each

coherence interval of 10 ms, the hard-switching system can detect the instantaneous

received optical power. If the received power is 3 dB over the threshold to get 10-9

BER, the FSO link is selected, otherwise, the RF link is selected [46]. Notice that

the hard-switching is a complex scheme requiring significant feedback and channel

estimation.

3.2.3 Simulation Results on Average Data Rate

Average daily data rates are simulated for three link ranges in the three target cities

using a variety of hard- and soft-switching techniques. Figures 3.4-3.12 present the

daily average data rates for the three cites. The average daily data rates over the

year for different link ranges and locations are also presented in Tbl. 3.3. From the

three figures it is apparent that the data rates vary significantly depending on the

time of year. Typically, high rates are available in summer months while low rates

occur in winter months due to snow, rain and fog conditions. The temperate climate

of Vancouver gives rise to less variation in rates than Toronto or St. John's.
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Figure 3.4: Daily average data rates in Vancouver L = 0.5 km
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Figure 3.5: Daily average data rates in Toronto L = 0.5 km
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Figure 3.6: Daily average data rates in St. John's L = 0.5 km

In all cases, at L = 1 km the soft-switching Raptor codes outperform hard

switching. However, from Tbl. 3.3, when L = 0.5 km the optical power is high enough

to achieve the required BER and little hard-switching occurs. In this case, due to

the overhead of the Raptor code Cm, CRC and index, the data rates of soft-switching

k = 16 Raptor codes is lower. However, the lower overhead of k = 1024 Raptor

codes does realize a gain in average rate. For longer range links, L = 1 and 2 km,

the optical power is reduced by loss and scintillation significantly. Hard-switching

turns to the backup RF link frequently, wasting any available FSO data rate, and

causes a total data rate decrease. Soft-switching with Raptor codes achieves a much

higher data rates for these 2 cases. The k = 16 Raptor code improves data rate from

100 Mbps level of hard-switching to 400 Mbps. This data rate is easily supported

by the 714 Mbps rate of the implemented decoder in Sec. 2.4. Although a practical

high-speed decoder for k = 1024 is not presented in this thesis, it is an interesting
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Figure 3.8: Daily average data rates in Toronto L = 1 km
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Figure 3.9: Daily average data rates in St. John's L = 1 km

future direction due to the higher supported rates.

The key advantage of soft-switching is that loss and scintillation need not be con

sidered at the transmitter directly. No matter the weather condition, soft-switching

based on short-length Raptor codes can achieves a high data rate according to erasure

probability of the underlying channel. Compared to hard-switching, soft-switching

with Raptor codes avoids the disadvantage of frequently switching between FSO and

RF link. Also, soft-switching utilizes both FSO and RF links simultaneously increas-

ing the efficiency over hard-switching and needs much less feedback. Soft-switching

offers trade off of more average data rate for some coding overhead.

3.2.4 Simulation Results on Reliability
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Figure 3.10: Daily average data rates in Vancouver L = 2 km
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Figure 3.11: Daily average data rates in Toronto L = 2 km
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Figure 3.12: Daily average data rates in St. John's L = 2 km

Table 3.3: Simulation result of average daily data rates

Vancouver (Mbps)

L = 0.5 km L= 1 km L=2km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 869.3 788.5 610.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 692.8 628.4 487.6
hard-switching 839.4 147.6 113.0

Toronto (Mbps)

L = 0.5 km L= 1 km L=2 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 862.3 774.2 590.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 687.0 617.6 472.0
hard-switching 803.4 145.8 112.4

St.John's (Mbps)

L = 0.5 km L= 1 km L=2 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 846.8 737.2 538.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 674.7 587.9 430.7
hard-switching 689.8 136.6 109.4
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Figure 3.15: Distribution of average hourly data rate for soft-switching hybrid
FSO/RF link in St. John's L = 0.5 km

From Fig. 3.13-3.21, the data rate distributions of the hard- and soft-switching in

the three Canadian cities are presented. Notice that in the case of hard-switching,

the distributions are dominated two large peaks indicating that either RF or FSO

links are selected. In contrast, the soft-switching hybrid FSO/RF channels have

larger average rates and are able to exploit both channels simultaneously. The soft-

switching schemes have a larger variance in data rate than the hard-switching due to

the ability of the Raptor codes to adapt to the variable channel conditions. This in

turn may incur some additional complexity due to the adaptive rate of the channel

which is compensated by the larger available rates.

Define reliability of the hybrid system as the probability that the data rate is

greater than a given value R.o as,

Reliability = Pr(data rate 2:: Ro) x 100%
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Figure 3.18: Distribution of average hourly data rate for soft-switching hybrid
FSO/RF link in St. John's L = 1 km

The Ro corresponding to 99%, 99.9% and 99.99% reliability of the year are presented

respectively in Tbl. 3.4. For hard-switching, the high reliability :2: 99% is the case that

the RF link is selected and the data rate is close to RF transmission rate 96 Mbps.

However, for soft-switching cases, due to a higher usage both through the two links,

total data rate is more flexible than hard-switching. The rates for a given reliability

level are lower with soft-switching than hard-switching. This is due to the larger range

of data rate as well as the overhead of the code. However, this small loss in reliability

is compensated by the a large increase of average data rate. Thus, soft-switching

gives a trade-off of slighty lower reliability for a larger average data rate.
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Table 3.4: Simulation of data rate, Ra, for different reliabilities

(lVIbps) 99% 99.9% 99.99% Average rate
Vancouver L = 0.5 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 96 84 84 869.3
Soft switch (k = 16) 79 66 66 692.3
hard-switching 97 97 97 839.4
Toronto L = 0.5 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 94 83 82 862.3
Soft switch (k = 16) 79 66 66 687.0
hard-switching 97 97 97 803.4
St. John's L = 0.5 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 93 83 81 846.8
Soft switch (k = 16) 76 66 64 674.7
hard-switching 97 97 97 689.8
Vancouver L = 1 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 94 82 82 788.5
Soft switch (k = 16) 75 66 66 628.4
hard-switching 96 96 96 147.6
Toronto L = 1 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 92 81 80 774.2
Soft switch (k = 16) 75 66 65 617.6
hard~switching 96 96 96 145.8
St. John's L = 1 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 90 82 81 737.2
Soft switch (k = 16) 73 66 64 587.9
hard-switching 96 96 96 136.6
Vancouver L = 2 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 92 81 81 610.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 73 66 65 487.6
hard-switching 96 96 96 113.0
Toronto L = 2 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 90 81 80 590.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 72 66 66 472.0
hard-switching 96 96 96 112.4
St. John's L = 2 km
Soft switch (k = 1024) 83 82 82 538.9
Soft switch (k = 16) 66 66 64 430.7
hard-switching 96 96 96 109.4
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FSO/RF link in St. John'so L = 2 km

3.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a soft-switching scheme for hybrid FSO/RF links with packet-level

Raptor codes is proposed. To investigate the data rate of short-length Raptor codes in

Chap.2 in a practical environment, parameters from a 1 Gbps FSO link and a 96 Mbps

WiMAX RF link are used to simulate the hybrid FSO/RF link. Simulation under 2007

climate data of three Canadian cities shows that soft-switching with k = 16 Raptor

code achieves average data rates of at least 430 Mbps for a transmission distance

L = 2 km compared to 109 Mbps data rate for hard-switching. Thus, practical soft

switching hybrid FSO/RF links based on short-length Raptor codes are both practical

and efficient in coordinating the simultaneous use of these channels.
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Chapter 4

Short-Length Raptor Codes for

Mobile FSO Links between U AV

and Ground Station

As described in Chap. 1, a DAV is a high-speed aircraft which is piloted remotely.

Two typical military DAVs in DS airforce are the MQ-1 Predator and the RQ-4A/B

Global Hawk [88, 89]. The maximum speed of Predator and Global Hawk is 220 km/h

and 730 km/h respectively [90]. Russia also has super-sonic DAVs such as the Tu-143

unmanned reconnaissater which can reach speeds as high as 950 km/h [91]. Photos

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1: Typical DAVs: (a) Predator, (b) Global Hawk and (c) Tu-143 [88-90]
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Figure 4.2: Ground-to-UAV Mobile FSO channel configuration

of these UAVs are presented in Fig. 4.1. Compared to RF links, FSO links offer

higher data rate and security to the wireless communications of UAV. Also, mobile

platforms such as UAV benefit from a lower system cost and weight of FSO than RF

links. FSO links between UAV and ground station have been considered in previous

work [52-54]. In this chapter, a ground-to-UAV FSO link is considered as presented

in Fig. 4.2. However, this FSO link suffers from the severe misalignment due to

the high-speed motion of the UAV. In this chapter, the short-length Raptor codes

designed in Chap. 2 are applied in this channel and the performance of the codes are

presented.
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Figure 4.3: Two tracking systems of ground-to-DAV FSO links: (a), GPS tracking
system and (b), RF tracking system

4.1 FSO Channel Model

Since the divergence of optical beam is much less than that of RF links, tracking these

high-speed DAVs is the major problem for the ground-to-DAV FSO links. In general,

DAVs can move randomly in 3 dimensions (3D) according to a tactical maneuver.

Circling around a battlefield is a typical maneuver for such aircraft. In this case,

DAVs fly in a stationary path with a stable speed. In this chapter, ground-to-DAV

communication for a stationary path is considered.

Different tracking systems for DAVs have been developed in previous work. Two

widely-used methods of tracking DAVs employ Global Positioning System (CPS) and

RF tracking systems respectively as presented in Fig. 4.3 [92-94]. In Fig. 4.3 (a),

for a CPS tracking system, a CPS receiver is installed on the DAV and the position

information of the DAV is transmitted back to the ground station. In Fig. 4.3 (b),

for an RF tracking system, an RF transmitter sends searching signal to the DAV
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and a feedback is sent back to the ground. The UAV position is calculated by the

amplitude and the delay of the feedback signal. After the position of UAV is known,

the ground station rotates the optical beam toward the UAY. Since RF tracking

systems can be designed following specific requirements without any standards, the

tracking performances of these systems vary widely. In this thesis, a CPS tracking

system for the ground-to-UAV FSO link is considered. Following civil CPS standard

a typical accuracy of 10 m for 2D and 16 m for 3D measurements. The tracking

inteTval is the minimum duration where measurement is taken and is typically 50 ms

[95-98J. These position updates occur slowly relative to the UAV motion and only

small angle adjustments are needed for the optical beam due to a long communication

distance.

In this chapter, the configuration of the tracking system is selected from previous

research work of ground-to-UAV links as Fig. 4.2. This system includes a gimbal

for rotating the laser transmitter in two dimensions and CPS for UAV position in

formation [12J. A gimbal is a two-dimensional rotatable support where mechanical

error of the pointing exists. Experimentally measured error of this tracking system

are combined with error of CPS and gimbal and effects of atmospheric scintillation

are considered in the channel model [12, 74J. Severe misalignment caused by UAV

motion occurs even after the tracking system is employed. Short-length Raptor codes

are applied to overcome the misalignment in this chapter.

As mentioned in [12], the gimbal is at the origin, 0, of coordinate system XYZ in

Fig. 4.2. A UAV flies in a V2 km circle at a speed of 100 mls with altitude Zu = 1 km,

and the circle is parallel to plane XY. The ground-to-UAV distance along the optical

axis is L = V3 km. Define the plane X'Y' to be transverse to the optical axis. It is
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assumed, as in [12], that initial acquisition between DAV and base station has been

completed before tracking. As in [12], the tracking process is performed periodically

by updating the DAV position by GPS at a tracking interval Ttr and orienting the

gimbal accordingly.

The channel model is the same as (1.1) with OOK modulation. The channel gain

h can be factored as

h = hlha hghm
'-v--'

htr

(4.1)

where hI and ha denote the attenuation due to atmospheric loss and scintillation

respectively. And the geometric loss hg and misalignment loss hm due to motion

defined in equation (1.4) are combined as htr .

4.1.1 Atmospheric Model

The propagation loss, hI is defined as a deterministic function of a propagation dis-

tance L by Beer-Lambert Law

where TJ is the scattering coefficient.

For atmospheric scintillation, ha is a random fading coefficient due to scintilla-

tion. Different from Chap. 3, the uplink to DAV also includes the vertical path where

atmospheric parameters such as wind speed, temperature and air pressure vary signif-

icantly. In order to model the distribution of ha , an uplink Hufnagel-Valley model was

applied to define the refractive-index structure parameter C~(Z) at different altitudes
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Z as [74, p.481J

McMaster University- Electrical Engineering

+ 2.7 x 1O-16e-Z/1500 + Ae-Z / lOO

where s is a speed of strong wind and A denotes a nominal ground turbulence level

similar as C~. Notice that in Chap. 3, C~ is a constant chosen according to different

weather conditions. In contrast, in this chapter for an uplink, after the ground tur-

bulence level A is chosen, the vertical path is still highly impacted by wind speed s

and decreasing air pressure represented by altitude Z. Secondly, for laser wave-length

A = 1550 nm, an intermediate constant (l~1l is calculated from C~(Z) [74, p.509J.

(27f) ~ ( L ) ¥ (ZU [ Z2] ~
(l~1l = 2.25 ~ Zu io C;(Z) Z - Zu dZ.

As is conventional, ha is taken to be Gamma-Gamma distributed [74J

(4.2)

where K a -/3(-) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and a, (3 can be

expressed with (lEu. as [74, p.517J.

4 2 /( 12/5)7/61/a = eO' 9<TBu 1+0.56<TBu - 1,

The Gamma-Gamma scintillation model is applied both in Chap. 3 and Chap. 4.
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Figure 4.4: Misalignment between detector and beam spot

However, in this chapter, for the uplink channel, the parameters ex and {3 are modified

due to the (J~u. which takes atmospheric variation in different altitude Z into account.

4.1.2 Tracking Error

Since the beam width of the optical beam is much smaller than that of RF links, the

tracking error is a major problem in FSO links. Figure 4.4 is a diagram of the beam

spot in the transverse plane at the receiver in a given tracking interval Ttr. Define

f(t) as the instantaneous distance between centers of the beam spot and the detector
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in a given tracking interval, i.e., t E [0, Ttr ) as

r(t) = To + vt (4.3)

where TO is the initial beam position at the start of the tracking interval (i.e., t = 0)

and v is a constant velocity vector with magnitude 100 m/s.

At the start of each tracking interval, To is the random initial beam position as

determined by the GPS data and the gimbal error. The initial misalignments in X'

and y' are modelled as identical, independent zero-mean Gaussian distributions with

variance (J";r' Based on experimental data of gimbal and GPS errors, (J"tr = 3.3 m

with 99% confidence level [12]. Thus, TO is modelled as being chosen randomly and

independently at the start of each tracking interval whereas the variation of r within

each tracking is known given TO.

Following [30], the intensity at the receiver due to misalignment can be estimated

based on the instantaneous r in (4.3). This model for misalignment is developed for

horizontal FSO links in previous work [30]. However, for the general consideration

of Gaussian beam as introduced in Chap. 1, it is still suitable for uplinks. For the

radius of detector a and laser beamwidth w, several parameters for tracking error htr

are defined as below,

q=/i'(~)

Ao = [erf(q)j2

W~q = w 2 y7Ferf(q)/2qe-q2

where weq is the equivalent beam width. The attenuation due to tracking error is

[30],
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(4.4)

It is important to note that the impact of htr is often a limiting factor in the design

of such mobile FSO systems. The attenuation htr varies widely, even in a given Ttr ,

as the detector moves across the beam spot and often dominates over atmospheric

scintillation. Statistical parameters of htr can be acquired from simulation in a given

channel. Define (htr ), O"htr as the expectation and standard deviation of htr respec

tively, then the intensity of the fluctuation of htr is defined as (,

(4.5)

Different fluctuation intensities ( exist according to different channel parameters,

especially the beam divergence angle cP. If cP is small, high channel gain only exists

when laser beam is in the FOV of receiver, otherwise channel gain is near zero. In

contrast, if cP is big, laser beam stays in the FOV of receiver most of the time, but

the average channel gain is low. This phenomenon is quantified with the comparison

of cP = 1, 2.5 and 4 mrad in Sec. 4.2.

4.1.3 Channel Model

The ground-to-UAV FSO channel considered in this work is modelled as a packet

transmission system, and is shown in Fig. 4.5. A message is divided into k packets each

of size 1 kbit. A sequence of Raptor coded outputs are generated from these message

packets, as discussed in Chap. 2. A 32-bit CRC from the IEEE 802.3 standard [84] is

added to each packet before transmission on the channel defined in (1.1) and (4.1). At
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Figure 4.5: Packet-level channel model of ground-to-DAV FSO channel

the receiver, any corrupted packets are dropped and not used in the Raptor decoder.

Since the probability of undetectable error for this CRC is < 10-9
, when bit error

probability < 0.5 [84J, the undetected packet errors at the receiver is ignored. Finally,

the entire message is decoded when sufficient packets are received. In addition, it is

assumed that the transmitter continues to send packets for a given message until it

receives a I-bit feedback from the receiver to move to the next message.

4.2 Simulation Results on FSO Channel

In this section, the Raptor codes of Chap. 2 are applied on the mobile FSO channel

of Sec. 4.1.3. The channel state is randomly selected according to ha and htr and

Gaussian noise is added to each packet. The received packets that fail in the CRC

check are discarded. As in Sec. 4.1.3, it is assumed that a one bit feedback is available

to the transmitter to proceed to the next k-packet message. Link parameters are

chosen as Tbl. 4.1

Conventional fixed-rate channel coding is not suitable for this channel because

of the severe slow fading. The performance of the system with Raptor codes is

compared to uncoded automatic repeat-request (ARQ) algorithm. Notice that ARQ
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the ground-to-UAV FSO link for simulation

Parameter
Communication distance

DAV altitude
DAV speed

'fi'acking interval
Wavelength

'fi'ansmission rate
Transmitted power

Receiver responsivity
Variance of noise

Laser divergence angle
Receiver diameter

Scattering coefficient
Wind speed

Nominal ground turbulence

Symbol
L

Zu
Ivl
Ttr

A

P
R

¢
2a

TJ
s
A

Value
\!3km
1 km

100 m/s (360 km/h)
50 ms

1550 nm
1 Gbps

10 - 300 mW (10 - 25 dBm)
0.5 A/W
10-7 A

1,2.5 mrad
20 em

0.673 km-1 (2.92 dB/km)
30 m/s

1.7 x 10-13 m-2/ 3

requires that the transmitter must wait for feedback from the receiver for every packet.

For a fair comparison, the total delay of packet propagation and feedback signal is

considered. It is assumed that the 1-bit feedback for ARQ is perfect. Thus, the

total delay is 2L/0 = 11.5 fJS, where 0 is the speed of light. Note that this delay is

much larger than the packet transmission duration 1 fJs and severely limits rates using

ARQ. The average data rates when using an OaK, 1 Gbps transmitter are simulated.

The average transmit power, P, is varied from 10 - 300 mW and the receiver noise

standard deviation O"n = 10-7 A from [30]. The UAV speed is set to 100 mis, and

GPS updates happen every 50 ms for a total simulation duration of 100 s [12]. Other

channel parameters are selected as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.

The Raptor code performance is simulated under two different beam divergence

angle ¢ = 1, 2.5 and 4 mrad respectively. With the definition of fluctuation intensity

( in (4.5), the simulation result of tracking error is presented in Tbl. 4.2.
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Figure 4.6: Slow fading h(t) of the mobile FSO link with rP = 1, 2.5 and 4 mrad
including hi, ha and htr

Table 4.2: Fluctuation intensity, (, and average tracking loss, (htr ), for different rP

¢ mrad ( (htr )

1 1.74 4.2 x 10 4

2.5 0.45 2.9 x 10-4

4 0.18 1.6 x 10-4
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The difference of ¢ causes significant difference of tracking error, as presented in

Fig. 4.6 and Tbl. 4.2. For ¢ = 1 mrad, the fluctuation is more severe than ¢

2.5 mrad, but (htr ) is greater. Data rates of the short-length Raptor codes (k

16-1024) under these two ¢ are presented in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. The packet

erasure probability of the mobile FSO link is affected by both ¢ and transmitted

power P. When P < 13 dBm, the data rate of ¢ = 1 mrad is higher. However, when

P > 13 dBm, the data rate of ¢ = 1 mrad increases less than that of ¢ = 2.5 mrad.

However, when ¢ = 4 mrad, since the (htr ) is much lower than that of ¢ = 2.5 mrad,

the average data rate is lower. If ¢ increases to infinity, (htr ) drops near zero.

Raptor codes are compared to the the capacity of the equivalent packet erasure

channel and ARQ in Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. The average data rate increases with P

leaving a small gap to the erasure capacity. With increasing k, the average data

rate also increases. It is obvious that the incremental performance improvement from

k = 512 to 1024 is much smaller than that from k = 16 to 32. So, it is suggested

that a practical choice is k = 64 which provides and average rate of 650 Mbps for

P = 20 dBm with ¢ = 2.5 mrad. Also from Chap. 2, in this case, only davg = 4.14

average operations per packet is needed and the hardware Raptor decoder can work

at 714 Mbps at k = 64. It is a significant advantage to save the system cost on the

DAV platform which is sensitive of weight and power consumption.

Notice that the maximum rate using ARQ is significantly smaller than the Raptor

coded system. The short-length Raptor codes designed here improve the data rate

from 70 Mbps to 650 Mbps with ¢ = 2.5 mrad. In addition, the hardware Raptor

encoder and decoder implemented in Chap. 2 are also suitable for the communication

on DAVs. The rate improvement of short-length Raptor codes over ARQ requires a
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small hardware cost and storage at both encoder and decoder.

4.3 Conclusions

In this work, short-length Raptor codes are applied for a ground-to-UAV mobile FSO

channel. These codes are independent of channel misalignment caused by tracking

error and atmosphere scintillation. Since the designed codes are independent of the

channel state and have low complexity they are appropriate for a host of mobile

FSO applications. Although the misalignment is large, where average tracking loss

(htr ) = 2.9 X 10-4 for ¢ = 2.5 mrad, for code length k = 64, the Raptor-coded mobile

FSO channel offers average rates of 650 Mbps using a 1 Gbps transmitter and 20 dBm

transmit power. The technique of FSO links and short-length Raptor codes can be

also applied to ground-to-HAP channel as described in Chap. 1.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Main Results of the Thesis

FSO links offer high data rate at Gbps level and simpler architecture than RF links.

However, the slow fading due to atmospheric scintillation and tracking error of FSO

links affect the data rate. Current fixed-length coding schemes are unable to overcome

this slow fading because of the fading interval at 10's ms and high transmission rate

at Gbps. In this work, Raptor codes which are a linear random codes are considered

to adapt to channel capacity. Also, for mobile FSO links where channel state varies

widely, Raptor codes can adapt to channel conditions with little feedback.

A set of short-length Raptor codes (k = 16 -1024) are designed and implemented.

These codes combine the advantages of high rate and low decoding complexity. The

overhead of these codes are 42 -12% and the average decoding operation is 2.5 - 6.3.

These short-length Raptor codes can be easily implemented in PC with software.

Also, it can be implemented in hardware FPGA with small scale and low power

consumption. A practical Raptor encoder and decoder are implemented in FPGA
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and shown to support a 714 Mbps data rate with a low 97 mW power consumption

and 26360 gate circuit scale. They are suitable for high-speed transmission at Gbps

level for a wide range of applications.

Two applications of short-length Raptor codes are presented. Firstly, in Chap. 3,

the short-length Raptor codes are applied in hybrid FSO/RF links to achieve high

data rate to utilize the capacities of the FSO and RF links simultaneously. The

performance of these Raptor codes is simulated in a realistic channel model based

on climate data for three Canadian cities. For a 1 Gbps FSO link combined with

a 96 Mbps WiMAX RF link, the soft-switching system achieves an average rate of

over 472 Mbps using the implemented Raptor code while hard-switching techniques

achieved only 112 Mbps on average in these three cities.

Secondly, in Chap. 4, these Raptor codes are applied in mobile FSO links for UAV

to overcome the severe jitter. Under practical link parameters, the erasure correction

performance of these Raptor codes is simulated. With a 1 Gbps transmitter, the

designed Raptor code with k = 64 message packets offers 560 Mbps data rate when

transmitting power is 20 dEmo In contrast, a traditional automatic repeat-request

(ARQ) algorithm technique on the same FSO jitter channel achieves a rate of 60 Mbps.

5.2 Future Work

The hardware Raptor encoder and decoder can be implemented in ASIC with a much

higher clock frequency operating at the GHz level. With this clock frequency, the en

coding and decoding rate can easily reach several Gbps which is a significant improve

ment from the implementation in FPGA. Also, the architecture of the encoder and

decoder can be simplified with a smaller random number generator for the degree and
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Figure 5.1: Future ASIC Raptor encoder/decoder applied in system level
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Figure 5.2: A future military hybrid FSO/RF link with Raptor codes

connection information between packets. Future Raptor coding systems can be imple-

mented in a real system which contains CPU, RAM, Raptor encoder/decoder, buffer

and FSO transmitter/receiver as presented in Fig. 5.1. The Raptor encoder/decoder

is easily added to the data bus and only to act as a co-processor for the CPU. The

convenience of the hardware Raptor coding makes it attractive for many high-speed

communication applications.

The idea of hybrid FSO/RF links with Raptor codes presented in Chap. 3 can be

implemented in an experiment setup with an FSO link and a WiMAX or WiFi RF

link in the future. The design of this combined links can be optimized to minimize the

weight, size and power consumption. This hybrid application is a competitive for the

future point-to-point wireless communication. For mobile applications, it is possible
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Ship

Train

Figure 5.3: Future shore-to-ship and station-to-train hybrid FSO/RF links

to design an integrated FSO/RF transmitter and receiver. Due to its small diameter,

the laser diode of FSO transmitter can be placed on the RF transmitter antenna.

Also, the FSO receiver optics can be integrated with the RF receiver antenna. This

integration saves size of the hybrid link significantly and it is useful even for portable

platforms or small military platforms such as missiles. A possible military use of

this hybrid link is for a short-range missile system presented in Fig. 5.2. A soldier

launches a missile toward the target and send target motion information through the

hybrid link. The missile adjusts its attitude according to the information. Since the

carrier frequency of FSO and RF link is far different, and the both of them are LOS

links, the hybrid link has high reliability avoiding jamming.

Also, for civil applications, presented in Fig. 5.3, this integrated terminals of hy-

brid links can be employed on train and ship as shore-to-ship and station-to-train

high-speed links. The applications of this hybrid link can satisfy the reliability re-

quirement of many future wireless communication applications.
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